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Introduction to Dysphgia
Helping You was Don’s Goal
By Don Tymchuck, Founder of
Med-Diet Laboratories, Inc.
1945-2012

The Birth of Med-Diet Laboratories, Inc.

Dysphagia, pronounced dis-FEY-jee-uh, is the medi-

cal term for a swallowing disorder. The discomfort
surrounding any difficulty in swallowing can be very
distressing. Many people of all ages deal with dysphagia
every day…so know that you are not alone.

In 1980, special diet foods for specific dietary needs were usually available during a patient’s hospital stay. However, there
were few sources of these foods once a person went home. As
a food scientist, Don knew that there were ingredients and
technologies available to allow him to create many special diet
foods. To accomplish this he founded Med-Diet Laboratories,
Inc. and began developing foods for gluten free, kidney disease,
and metabolic diets to be sold via mail order-as the internet did
not exist back then.

Dysphagia: The Opportunity of a Lifetime!

In 1995, Don was invited by the American Dietetic Association’s National Dysphagia Task Force to help develop a system
that would objectively measure the food textures and viscosities
used to treat dysphagia. For Don this was the opportunity of
a lifetime. It was a chance to improve the lives of millions of
people, which was the whole purpose of his company, MedDiet! Out of this ground-breaking work the National Dysphagia Diet: A Standard for Optimal Care was published in 2002,
and was adopted by many healthcare facilities across the US.
In November 2015, this original work was replaced with the
finalized International Dysphagia Diet Standarisation Initiative
(IDDSI) Framework which utilized Don’s contributions as part
of its resource base. The IDDSI Framework has been translated
into a number of languages as part of worldwide implementation.

Causes of Dysphagia

You don’t have to leave your home to buy these foods and
thickeners which frees up your time for more important things.

Health conditions that affect nerves and muscles of the
head and neck can interfere with the ability to swallow
safely. Common causes of dysphagia include stroke,
multiple sclerosis (MS), Huntington’s disease, and cerebral palsy to name just a few.
Swallowing difficulties can result from lack of saliva,
weak chewing muscles, lack of tongue control, absent
or delayed reflexes, muscle paralysis or weakness and
lack of proper coordination with breathing. The goal
of therapy is to return to as normal a swallow function
as possible. Everyone heals at different rates; for some
the swallowing difficulty can be long term and may
become progressively worse. If a person loses the ability
to eat and drink by mouth they may need a feeding tube
placed for obtaining nourishment.

Call 1-855-DYSPHAGIA (855-397-7424) to talk with a caring, knowledgeable person who will take the time to make
sure you feel comfortable with your food and drink choices.
Or visit www.Dysphagia-Diet.com to view all the products,
helpful videos and books.

Don Tymchuck was an author of the National Dysphagia
Diet: A Standard for Optimal Care and recipient of the 2012
Golden Apple Award, presented by the Minnesota Dietetic
Association for outstanding service to the dietetic and
nutrition community.

You Didn’t Plan to Deal with Dysphagia!

We here at Med-Diet know that dysphagia can seem overwhelming. We want you to be comfortable in the activities of
planning, preparing and eating meals for your dysphagia diet.
The Dysphagia-Diet Division was created as a one-stop shop
for meal planning and supplies, including beverage thickeners,
convenient pre-thickened drinks, heat & eat purées, adaptive
eating aids and more.

All Delivered Promptly To Your Door

© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Swallowing
The 4 Phases of
Swallowing
Phase 1: Anticipation. This phase begins before
food reaches the mouth. The appearance and aroma
of food affects willingness and desire to eat. Food
presentation is important for saliva stimulation and
preparing for the task of swallowing and digestion.
Phase 2: Oral. This is a voluntary phase where
the bite of food is chewed and mixed with saliva to
form what is called a food bolus.
Phase 3: Pharyngeal. This involuntary phase
is when the swallowing reflex is triggered. The
reflex causes a sequence of motions that move the
food bolus from the back of the throat to the upper
esophagus.
Phase 4: Esophageal. This phase is where the
food bolus is moved along from the upper
esophagus down into the stomach, for further
digestion.

Taking Care of Dysphagia

Your health care provider will give instructions for
dealing with your dysphagia, including the possibility of altering the consistency of the foods you eat
and the liquids you drink. These changes are recommended to help you avoid choking or aspirating
food or fluids into your lungs.
Changing the consistency of foods and beverages
can also make them easier to chew and more comfortable to swallow. For your best health it is important that you follow all of your health care provider’s
directions regarding eating and drinking.

Effects of Unsafe
Swallowing

The major signs of unsafe swallowing are choking and aspiration. Choking is the coughing or
gagging response to the feeling that something is
stuck in the throat.
Choking on a food
can create a
blockage of air flow
to the lungs that
may have serious
consequences,
including death.
When a foreign body
passes down the
trachea (windpipe)
and into the lung, it
is called aspiration.
Since bacteria are on all foods, aspiration of a
food or liquid into the lungs could lead to aspiration pneumonia, a serious health concern.
© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Liquids
Liquid Consistency
Modification

Due to loss of muscle control, any unthickened
“thin” liquids such as water, milk or juice can
cause swallowing problems, such as aspiration, for
people with dysphagia. Some people will tolerate
thin liquids; however, to minimize risk for choking and aspiration it may be recommended that
you thicken your liquids to a special viscosity (also
called consistency). These thickened liquid consistencies have identifying names to help you prepare
and serve the proper viscosity.

Level 4
Spoon Thick

Level 2/Mildly
2/Mildly Thick
Nectar-Like: this consistency is similar to a
milkshake, tomato juice or unset gelatin.

Level 3
Honey-Like
Level 2
Nectar-Like

Hydration and Nutrition

Dehydration is a common problem with dysphagia for many reasons. A lack of thirst is common
in people experiencing Alzheimer’s disease, brain
trauma, and old age. Neurological conditions such
as stroke, Parkinson’s, ALS and dementia can slow
down eating and drinking to the point that it is very
tiring to obtain adequate nutrition each day. Many
medications will also cause dryness of the mouth.
Increased urination from diuretic medicines or
from diabetes can also contribute to dehydration.
Whatever the concern, adequate fluid is important
for good health. A thickened beverage will provide
fluid similar to a non-thickened drink and should
not cause any stomach discomfort, constipation or
diarrhea.
The most common complaint with thickened liquids is
over-thickening. Follow package directions for mixing. It
can take 1-5 minutes to reach a thick consistency depending on the brand and beverage type. DO NOT add
more thickener than recommended during that period!
© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Level 3/Moderatly
3/Moderatly Thick
Honey-Like: this consistency has a slow-pouring
thickness like bee’s honey but, don’t let the name
fool you - there is no honey in the beverage.
Level 4/Extremely
4/Extremely Thick
Spoon-Thick this consistency is like a pudding or
a yogurt.

Level 2/Mildly Thick Nectar-Like
Level 3/Moderatly Thick-Honey-Like
Level 4/Extremely Thick, Spoon-Thick

Level 6/Soft & Bitesized

Liquids are brought to these thicker consistencies
with use of special thickening products (see options on pages 7-8). Or, you can buy some beverages already thickened to the nectar-like or honeylike consistency (see pages 9-10).

{

Thickened liquids are to assist in controlling the
liquid flowing down the throat.

Toll Free 1-855-DYSPHAGIA (397-7424)

}

Food
Food Texture
Modification

Just as with liquids, solid foods may need to be
modified to make them easier and safer to swallow.
Some foods will not be allowed at all because they
are too difficult to eat and can be a risk for
choking. Your health care provider will give direction
on allowed and avoided foods based on the
IDDSI guidelines and their experience to address
your degree of dysphagia and your specific needs.
Here are brief descriptions of typical recommendations for dysphagia diets.
Level 4/Puréed:
• Usually eaten with a spoon (a fork is possible)
• Cannot be drunk from a cup • Cannot be sucked
through a straw • Does not require chewing • Can
be piped, layered or molded • Shows some very slow
movement under gravity but cannot be poured
• Falls off spoon in a single spoonful when tilted and
continues to hold shape on a plate • No lumps • Not
sticky • Liquid must not separate from solid
Level 5/Minced & Moist:
• Can be eaten with a fork or spoon • Can be eaten
with chopsticks in some cases, if the individual
has very good hand control • Can be scooped and
shaped (e.g. into a ball shape) on a plate • Soft and
moist with no separate thin liquid • Small lumps visible within the food • Lumps are easy to squash with
tongue
Level 6/Soft & Bitesized:
• Can be eaten with a fork, spoon or chopsticks
• Can be mashed/broken down with pressure from
fork, spoon or chopsticks • A knife is not required to
cut this food, but may be used to help loading a fork
or spoon • Chewing is required before swallowing
• Soft, tender and moist throughout but with no
separate thin liquid • ‘Bite sized’ pieces as appropriate for size and oral processing skills

{

Solid foods may need to be modified to make
them easier and safer to swallow.

}

Adaptive Eating Aids

With reduced muscle strength, handling regular
cups, plates and utensils to eat and drink can be
difficult. See pages 16-17 for a selection of special
eating utensils, plates and cups specifically
designed to help with feeding independence.

TIP

When puréeing meats, instead of adding water
for liquid, try gravy, milk, tomato juice or
applesauce which will boost calories and
nutrients. Stir in thickener to thicken the
liquids to the desired consistency.
For recipes and other creative meal ideas
visit our website or call 1-855-DYSPHAGIA
(1-855-397-7424).
© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Mealtime
Mealtime Strategies

Loss of appetite is common with many health conditions.
This can lead to dangerously low intakes of adequate
nutrients including calories, protein, vitamins and minerals.
The mealtime setting is very important for a pleasant eating
experience.
p At meals, minimize distractions such as TV, pets, children and phones.
p Sitting upright with feet on the floor helps with breathing and feeding oneself.
p Make sure a person’s head does not fall back or sideways.
Use pillows to prop the head in place, if necessary.

{

}

Involve the person with dysphagia
in food preparation. Smelling food
stimulates saliva and primes the
person for the meal.

Supplements

When regular food just isn’t enough,
your health care professional may
recommend that you supplement the
food and drinks with additional calories
or protein. Supplements are available on
www.dysphagia-diet.com.

p Remaining upright for 30-45 minutes after meals helps
the food move into the stomach and minimizes regurgitation (burping).
p Allow plenty of time to eat. To minimize aspiration or
choking, take small bites, and no talking while chewing.
Make sure one swallow is completed before the next bite.
p Clear the throat with a gentle cough, then alternate sips
of liquid with solids to moisten the mouth and clear out
food particles.
p If completing the meal in one sitting is too hard, take a
break. Smaller meals eaten more frequently may be a better
option.

TIP

The first helpful meal time strategy may start with the dishes, cups and utensils used. Keep in mind it
might be easier to eat from a bowl than a plate, or a cup might be easier then a bowl. Straws are often
not allowed for people with dysphagia, so ask your health care professionals about straw use. Sometimes, it can be as simple as holding the items in place with a non-skid mat. See the range of adaptive
eating aids starting on page 17.
© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Dysphagia Diet ®
The Widest Variety of Products for Dysphagia

Product Catalog
EASY ORDERING

• Online at www.Dysphagia-Diet.com
• Call toll-free 1-855-DYSPHAGIA [397-7424]
• E-mail: info@dysphagia-diet.com | Fax: 1-763-550-2022
• Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM Central Time
• Call or e-mail for all inquiries regarding product shelf life or
expiration dates.
• Prices are subject to change
WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

***Please note we do not ship Internationally including Canada***

RETURNS

We stand behind our products 100%. If you are not completely
satisfied, we will gladly:
1. Send you a replacement product
2. Refund your purchase price
Please report damaged products, shipping errors or other
problems immediately by calling 1-855-DYSPHAGIA [397-7424]
or by e-mail: info@dysphagia-diet.com.

Avoid the hassles of leaving your
home to purchase specialty
products-we deliver right to your
door. Don’t let bad weather, lack of
reliable transportation, or caretaker
scheduling problems hold up timely
access to needed dysphagia products.

To determine the date we ship your
order, allow 1 to 2 business days for
processing. This applies to all shipping methods. Check out the Estimated Delivery Time Map featured
below or in the Customer Service
section of Dysphagia-Diet.com to see
when your next delivery will arrive.

Estimated Delivery Time Map
(Business Days)

2 Days

3 Days

5 Days

4 Days
6 Days

Receive Special Offers
and Updates.
Sign up on Dysphagia-Diet.com
© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Starch-Based Powders
Starch-based powder thickeners

are usually made of modified corn
starch and/or maltodextrin. These
can be mixed with any non-carbonated beverage to the desired consistency. Clear beverages will appear
cloudy and have a slightly grainy
texture. They require measuring and
immediate vigorous mixing to get
them to reach consistency. Lumping
can occur if not mixed properly.
About 1 to 5 minutes is needed to
reach proper consistency depending on the brand used. Starch-based
powder thickeners may continue to
thicken over time, especially if too
much powder is added initially. They
may become thinner with increasing temperature and in acidic liquids
such as orange juice. All brands are
Kosher, Gluten-free and Lactosefree. The powders shelf life is 24-36
months unopened. For thickening
foods, stir in about 1 tablespoon
thickener to ½ cup puréed meat,
vegetable or fruit. *Adds carbohydrates.

Thick & Easy®
HHL17938

12 - 8 oz cans

$59.95

HHL17938-1

1 - 8 oz can

$6.75

HHL07941

4 - 2.5lb

$84.75

HHL07925

25lb box

$99.50

HHL21929
HHL21929-20

100 - 4.5g pkt (Nectar)
20 - 4.5g pkt (Nectar)

$25.70
$11.95

HHL20223
HHL20223-20

100 - 6.5g pkt (Honey)
20 - 6.5g pkt (Honey)

$25.96
$11.95

HHL41228

12 - 8 oz cans - Plus

$68.34

Vitamin Fortified Thickener

RESOURCE® ThickenUp®
NV225100

12 - 8 oz cans

$62.27

NV225100-1

1 - 8 oz can

$7.11

NV225300

25lb box

$99.12

NV225400

75 - 6.4g pkt

$26.71

Thick-It®
*Note: Resource® ThickenUp®
Clear, Thick&Easy® Clear,
Thick-it Clear Advantage and
Simply Thick® are not recommended for infants, children
under 3 years of age.

MFJ584-H5800-1

1- 10 oz can

$6.99

MFJ584-H5800

12 - 10 oz cans

$65.70

MFJ585-C6800-1

1 - 36 oz can

$19.95

MFJ585-C6800

6 - 36 oz cans

$88.95

MFJ589-LE800-20

20 - 6g pkt

$15.25

MFJ589-LE800

200 - 6g pkt

$65.70

When choosing food thickeners or pre-thickened beverages, consult
with your health care professional as to what product is appropriate for
your needs, as viscosities vary between manufacturers.
© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Gum-Based Powders
RESOURCE® ThickenUp® Clear*
NV15195-1

1 - 4.4 oz can

$13.76

NV15195

12 - 4.4 oz cans

$102.96

NV15193

288 - 1.4g pkts

$103.93

Thick & Easy® Clear*
HHL25544-1

1 - 4.44 oz can

$12.25

HHL25544

4 - 4.44 oz cans

$41.25

HHL72453

100 - 2.2g pkts -Level 3
Moderately Thick, Honey

$31.25

HHL72451

100 - 1.4g pkts Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

$24.25

Gum-based powder thickeners
usually contain xanthan and/
or cellulose gums. Gum powders work well in both hot and
cold beverages. Clear beverages
remain clear and smooth with
a slightly slippery texture. Gum
powders require measuring and
immediate vigorous mixing to
get them to reach consistency.
They require about 5 minutes
to reach proper consistency and
then will remain at the same
consistency. Gum-based thickeners will not contribute any
meaningful amount of carbohydrates to the food/drink. Gumbased powders have a shelf life of
24-36 months unopened.

Gum-Based Gels

Simply Thick®* EasyMix™

ST2LBOTTLE Gel Thickener, Bottle with Pump

$59.25

STIND200L2

Gel Thickener Pkt /Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

$56.75

STBULK50L2

Gel Thickener Pkt /Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

$68.75

STIND100L3

Gel Thickener Pkt/ Level 3
Moderately Thick, Honey

$49.25

STBULK25L3

Gel Thickener Pkt/ Level 3
Moderately Thick, Honey

$52.25

Gum-based Gel works well in
both hot and cold beverages (including carbonated). Clear beverages remain clear and smooth with
a slightly slippery texture.
Gel thickener requires measuring
and vigorous mixing, but it will
not lump. It requires virtually
no time to reach consistency
after proper agitation.
Gel-thickened beverages will
remain at the same consistency.
Gel thickener will not contribute
any meaningful amount of
carbohydrates to the food or
drink.
© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Pre-Thickened Beverages
Perfect for travel, adult day care,
or when you are in a hurry. Prethickened liquids require no
additional ingredients or mixing.
Just open and drink. The variety of
pre-thickened beverages is limited
to ‘popular’ items such as water,
milk, and several fruit juices and
juice drinks.
Pre-thickened beverages are
available in economical bottles and
convenient single-serving options.
Pre-thickened beverages will not
change thickness over time, and
may be consumed chilled or at
room temperature: products will
typically be slightly thicker when
chilled. Refrigerate any unused
portion after opening.

Shelf life is 9-12 months unopened.
Check container for nutritional
information.

Thick & Easy®

Clear products are thickened with xanthan gum. Dairy Beverages are
thickened with modified food starch.
HHL30634-1
HHL30634
HHL12687

Clear Apple Juice Level 3 Moderately Thick, Honey

1 - 46oz
6 - 46oz case
24 - 4oz case

$5.95
$26.60
$16.25

HHL40123-1
HHL40123
HHL32192

Clear Orange Juice - Level 3
Moderately Thick, Honey

1 - 46oz
6 - 46oz case
24 - 4oz case

$5.95
$30.00
$16.25

HHL48030-1
HHL48030
HHL20160

Clear Cranberry Juice Cocktail Level 3 Moderately Thick, Honey

1 - 46oz
6 - 46oz case
24 - 4oz case

$5.95
$27.00
$16.25

24 - 4oz case

$13.75

HHL78769

Clear Peach Mango Drink - Level
3 Moderately Thick, Honey

HHL45587-1
HHL45587
HHL32870

Clear Iced Tea - Level 3
Moderately Thick, Honey

1 - 46oz
6 - 46oz case
24 - 4oz case

$4.99
$26.60
$16.25

HHL27076-1
HHL27076
HHL46056

Clear Hydrolyte (water) - Level 3
Moderately Thick, Honey

1 - 46oz
6 - 46oz case
24 - 4oz case

$4.99
$26.60
$16.25

HHL72459

Clear Prune Beverage- Level 3
Moderately Thick, Honey

24 - 4oz case

$17.00

HHL41805
HHL73626

Dairy - Level 3 Moderately Thick,
Honey

27 - 8oz
8 - 32oz case

$30.75
$29.50

HHL28876-1
HHL28876
HHL41530

Clear Apple Juice - Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 46oz
6 - 46oz case
24 - 4oz case

$5.95
$26.60
$14.89

HHL42161-1
HHL42161
HHL49144

Clear Orange Juice - Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 46oz
6 - 46oz case
24 - 4oz case

$5.95
$28.75
$14.89

HHL15813-1
HHL15813
HHL39705

Clear Cranberry Juice Cocktail Level 2 Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 46oz
6 - 46oz case
24 - 4oz case

$5.95
$26.60
$16.25

HHL79018-1
HHL79018
HHL78768

Clear Peach Mango Drink Level 2 Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 46oz
6 - 46oz case
24 - 4oz case

$4.99
$23.00
$13.75

HHL28702-1
HHL28702

Clear Iced Tea- Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 46oz
6 - 46oz case

$4.99
$26.60

HHL12863-1
HHL12863
HHL23061

Clear Hydrolyte (water) - Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 46oz
6 - 46oz case
24 - 4oz case

$4.99
$26.60
$16.25

HHL72461

Clear Prune Beverage- Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

24 - 4oz case

$17.00

HHL24739

Dairy - Level 2 Mildly Thick,
Nectar

27 - 8oz case

$31.00

27 - 8 oz case

$36.00

HHL72447

Chocolate Dairy - Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Pre-Thickened Beverages
Thick-It® AquaCareH2O®

Simple Slurry Purée
Make breads, cookies, pancakes
and cakes soft like purées while
retaining their shape. (use plain
cookies, pancakes and frostingfree cakes)

Thickened with xanthan gum.
MFB452-1
MFB452
MFB453

Water - Level 3
Moderately Thick, Honey

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$6.75
$19.75
$37.40

MFB456-1
MFB456
MFB457

Apple Juice - Level 3
Moderately Thick, Honey

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$8.25
$25.25
$41.05

MFB460-1
MFB460
MFB461

Cranberry Juice Cocktail Level 3 Moderately Thick,
Honey

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$9.00
$28.25
$46.05

MFB479-1
MFB479
MFB478

Orange - Level 3
Moderately Thick, Honey

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$8.75
$27.25
$40.25

MFB470-1
MFB470
MFB471

Regular Coffee - Level 3
Moderately Thick, Honey

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$8.75
$27.25
$41.80

MFB472-1
MFB472
MFB473

Decaf Coffee - Level 3
Moderately Thick, Honey

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$8.75
$27.25
$41.80

MFB369-1
MFB369
MFB367

Decaf Tea - Level 3
Mildly Thick, Honey

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$7.75
$23.75
$33.75

MFB450-1
MFB450
MFB451

Water - Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$6.75
$19.75
$37.40

MFB454-1
MFB454
MFB455

Apple Juice - Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$8.25
$25.50
$41.05

MFB458-1
MFB458
MFB459

Cranberry Juice Cocktail Level 2 Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$9.00
$28.25
$46.05

MFB477-1
MFB477
MFB476

Orange Juice - Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$8.75
$27.25
$40.25

MFB466-1
MFB466
MFB467

Regular Coffee - Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$8.75
$27.25
$41.80

MFB468-1
MFB468
MFB469

Decaf Coffee - Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$8.75
$27.25
$41.80

MFB368-1
MFB368
MFB366

Decaf Tea - Level 2
Mildly Thick, Nectar

1 - 64oz
4 - 64oz case
24 - 8oz case

$7.75
$23.75
$33.75

Prepare slurry by blending 3/4
tsp. starch-based thickener (1
tsp. gum-based) with 1 cup
liquid [milk, juice, broth or
water] until smooth.

Pour over one slice of plain
bread [crusts removed] until
completely covered. Refrigerate
until soaked [1-2 hours].
Pour off excess liquid and top
with butter, jelly, honey or fruit
purée [no seeds, hulls or nuts].
Make sure food item mashes like
a purée before serving.

© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Thickened Instant Powder Mixes
Thick & Easy® Tea & Coffee Mix

Single-serving dry
powders mix instantly
with hot water for
smooth, rich coffee
and tea flavors. They
have shelf lives of 1236 months unopened.

[Per serving- Honey: 20 calories, 5 grams carbohydrate;
Nectar: 15 calories, 3 grams carbohydrate]

Sugar, sugar substitutes
and powder coffee
creamers can be added to thickened tea
and coffee (to taste) without changing
the consistency. For liquid creamers, one
creamer (about 0.375 fl oz) can typically
be added without altering the consistency
out of its range.

HHL81331

Decaf Coffee - Nectar: (Level 2) 75 - 5g pkts

$36.50

HHL81327

Decaf Coffee - Honey (Level 3): 75 - 7g pkts

$37.50

HHL81330

Decaf Tea - Nectar: 72 - 5.2g pkts

$36.50

HHL81332

Decaf Tea - Honey: 72 - 7.2g pkts

$37.50

Preparation Instructions:
Place 6 fl. oz. of hot or cold water in a cup. Slowly add contents of packet
to cup, whisking with fork or stirring until completely dissolved. Let stand
for 5-10 minutes to reach desired consistency. * Minimum nectar consistency at 150°F. Product will be thicker at cooler temperatures.
*Sugar or artificial sweetener may be added.

Purées - Convenience Meals
Thick & Easy Purée®
Just heat up these convenient single-serving microwavable trays and
you’re ready to eat in 60 seconds!
HHL60744

Lasagna w/ Meat Sauce

7 - 7oz trays

$23.75

HHL60749

Turkey w/ Stuffing & Green
Beans

7 - 7oz trays

$23.75

HHL60748

Chicken w/ Potatoes & Carrots

7 - 7oz trays

$23.75

HHL60747

Beef w/ Potatoes & Corn

7 - 7oz trays

$23.75

HHL60740

Scrambled Eggs w/ potatoes,
cheese and bacon

7 - 7oz trays

$23.75

HHL60742

Maple Cinnamon French Toast

7 - 7oz trays

$23.75

Thick & Easy® Instantized Pasta & Rice
Preparation: Bring water, salt, butter to a boil. For best results, combine
THICK & EASY® Instantized Pasta or Rice and THICK & EASY® Instant Food & Beverage Thickener before adding to water. Slowly add dry
ingredients and whisk into boiling water. Continue to whisk until mixture is
smooth and free of lumps. Serve immediately or keep covered until ready
to serve.
HHL73821

T&E Instantized Rice

1 - 5lb Tub

$32.25

HHL73744

T&E Instantized Pasta

1 - 5lb Tub

$32.25
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Purées - Ready to Eat
Thick-It Purée®

When your days are hectic, it’s
nice to have convenient purées
on hand. Store these purées in
your cupboard for when you
need a quick heat & eat meal.

Just open, heat and eat. Each 15 oz. can contains 5 to 7 servings.
Meats are 5 – 1/3 cup servings per can; Vegetables are 7 - 1/4 cup
servings per can; Breakfasts and Fruits are 5 – 1/3 cup servings per
can. 12 can cases also available. Use in food molds. Recipes available.
MFH318-1
MFH318-6
MFH301-1
MFH301-6
MFH302-1
MFH302-6
MFH308-1
MFH308-6
MFH309-1
MFH309-6
MFH314-1
MFH314-6
MFH303-1

MFH303-6

MFH304-1
MFH304-6
MFH305-1
MFH305-6
MFH319-1
MFH319-6
MFH315-1
MFH315-6
MFH307-1
MFH307-6
MFH317-1
MFH317-6
MFHVBP
MFHVMP

Seasoned Chicken Patty
Chicken a la King
Beef Lasagna
Beef Stew
Beef in BBQ Sauce
Salisbury Steak
Carrot and Pea

1 - 14oz can
6 - 14oz cans
1 - 15oz can
6 - 15oz cans
1 - 15oz can
6 - 15oz cans
1 - 15oz can
6 - 15oz cans
1 - 15oz can
6 - 15oz cans
1 - 15oz can
6 - 15oz cans
1 - 15oz can
6 - 15oz cans

1 - 15oz can
6 - 15oz cans
1 - 15oz can
Seasoned Green Beans
6 - 15oz cans
1 - 15oz can
Seasoned Broccoli
6 - 15oz cans
1 - 15oz can
Omelet, Sausage & Cheese
6 - 15oz cans
Maple Cinnamon French
1 - 15oz can
Toast
6 - 15oz cans
1 - 15oz can
Carmel Apple Pie
6 - 15oz cans
Breakfast Variety Pack
12 - 15oz cans
12 - 15oz cans
Meat Variety Pack
Sweet Corn

$5.99
$26.25
$5.99
$30.35
$6.70
$37.50
$6.70
$38.00
$8.70
$45.85
$8.60
$48.90
$3.99
$18.85
$3.99
$18.60
$3.99
$21.00
$3.99
$25.25
$5.99
$32.85
$4.60
$26.25
$3.99
$23.75
$53.85
$71.00

Easy open-NO can opener
required! Refrigerate unused
portion in a resealable container.
These nutritionally balanced,
smooth-textured meals have a
shelf life of at least one year.

Tip

To perk up vegetable purées,
mix in fine powdered seasonings
such as onion, thyme, pepper,
sage, ginger or oregano. Add
brown sugar, molasses, butter,
cream or lemon flavor.

© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Purée Mixes

Phagia® Purée Mixes

Quick & Easy Mixes!
Just add water.

Have pureed food ready in minutes with these “just add water” mixes. See
individual packages for directions and details.
2241681000

Pureed Bread Mix

12 - 3.25oz

$23.50

2241681005

Pureed French Toast Mix

12 - 4oz

$25.50

2241681010

Pureed Bread Pudding Mix

12 - 4oz

$27.75

2241681015
2241681065

Pureed Egg and Toast Mix
Broccoli Puree

6 - 5oz
6 - 3.4oz

$19.40
$24.25

2241681090

Peas & Carrots Puree

6 - 3.4oz

$21.50

2241682045
2241682055

Instantized Pasta

6 - 8.75oz
1 - 4.6 lb.

$16.00
$17.25

Food Molds
Silicone Purée Molds with Covers

Made from 100% premium FDA
approved silicone with a glossy
non-stick finish for easy release.
INCLUDES food safe lid for
exceptional storage and heating
performance. Freezer, oven,
microwave and dishwasher safe.
Resists stains and odors,
oven safe to 465°F
and freezer safe to -40°F.
Silicone molds can be stacked in
the freezer for easy and
convenient storage.
Dimensions: 11.5” x 10” x 1”

PFM1100

Broccoli - 6 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM4000

Baby Carrots - 6 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM5000

Green Beans - 6 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM7000

Peas - 6 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM6000

Melon Slice - 6 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM2000

Chicken Breast - 6 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM8000

Fish Fillet - 4 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM9000

Pork Chop - 4 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM1000

Sliced Meat - 4 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM3000

Sausage/Bratwurst - 8 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM1112

Chicken Leg - 8 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM1110

Meat Cubes - 5 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM1500

Pasta - 5 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM1400

Rice - 5 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM 1300

Spinich- 6 servings per tray

1 tray set

$20.25

PFM1200

Set of 10 Molds with covers

Set of 10

$165.00

PFM1113

Set of 12 Molds with covers

Set of 12

$198.00

PFM1114

Set of Meat Molds with covers (7)

Set of 7

$122.50
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Purées - Ready to Eat

Simply Serve® Purées

Simply Serve Puréed Meats are a convenient for difficult
to-puree at home meat option. Easy open-NO can opener required! Refrigerate unused portion in a resealable
container. Low Sodium and Gluten Free. 12 can cases
also available.
BF208023-1
BF208023-6
BF208043-1
BF208043-6
BF208063-1
BF208063-6
BF208123-1
BF208123-6

1 - 15oz cans
6 - 15oz cans
1 - 15oz cans
Pureed Chicken
6 - 15oz cans
1 - 15oz cans
Pureed Ham
6 - 15oz cans
1 - 15oz cans
Pureed Pork
6 - 15oz cans
Pureed Beef

BF208143-1
Pureed Turkey
BF208143-6

1 - 15oz cans
6 - 15oz cans

$9.30
$55.25
$8.70
$34.25
$8.80
$53.75
$8.95
$46.00
$8.80
$53.75

Supplements
Gelatein® 20
Prosource™ Gelatein 20 gives you 20 grams of high quality
hydrolyzed protein in just a 4 oz serving.
NN11693

Gelatein 20, Fruit Punch

36/4 oz

$ 68.25

NN11681

Gelatein 20, Grape

36/4 oz

$ 68.25

NN11692

Gelatein 20, Lime

36/4 oz

$ 68.25

NN11691

Gelatein 20, Orange

36/4 oz

$ 68.25

Gelatein® Plus
Prosource™ Gelatein Plus gives you 20 grams of high quality
hydrolyzed protein in just a 4 oz serving, Plus added calories.
NN11701

Gelatein Plus, Cherry

36/4 oz

$ 70.25

NN11703

Gelatein Plus, Lemon

36/4 oz

$ 70.25

NN11705

Gelatein Plus, Pineapple

36/4 oz

$ 70.25

NN11697

Gelatein Plus, Lime with
MCT Oil

36/4 oz

$ 70.25

We also carry a large variety of
protein/calorie supplements
and high-fiber items to help
with meeting nutrition needs
and bowel management,
including the brands
Healthy Shots, ProCel,
LiquaCel, Banatrol,
PROSource and
BeneProtein.
© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Adaptive Eating Aids
Adaptive Flexi-Cups

Adaptive Flexi-Cups::

These flexible cups with cutouts can
be gently squeezed to change the
shape of the cup lip. Liquid is visible
through the plastic. Dishwasher
safe. Latex free.

SA920271

5 - 2oz cups

$22.60

Kennedy™ Spillproof Cup:

The Kennedy™ Cup allows you to
enjoy your favorite beverage with
out worry of spilling even while
turning it upside down.
4½ inches tall
Latex Free.
Dishwasher safe up to 180°F

Kennedy™ Spillproof Cup

Provale Regulating
Drinking Cup

Provale Regulating Drinking Cup

Delivers a fixed amount of
liquid with every drinking motion.
The cup provides measured small
amounts of liquid (either 5cc or
10cc) without the use of thickeners.
Holds 8 ounces. Easy to clean and
institutional dishwasher safe.

Sure Hand™ Bendable &
Weighted Utensils

Soft comfortable non-slip plastic/
rubber grip with a wide lip on the
handle to stop the hand from slipping forward. Dishwasher safe to
180°F and latex free.

Sure Grip Bendable Utensils::

Spoons and fork feature twist in
metal shaft that provides easy bending to any angle to accommodate
reduced range of motion. Can be
bent to the right or left. Angled
rocker knife cuts with minimum
effort. Comfortable 1½” wide builtup ribbed rubber handles. Stainless
steel silverware. Dishwasher safe.

SA1249

1 - 7 oz cup

SA081066471 1 - Blue (delivers 5cc)

$51.25

SA081066489 1 - Lt Brown (delivers 10cc) $51.25

Sure Hand™ Bendable & Weighted Utensils
SA920774

1 - Teaspoon

$16.50

Sure Grip™ Bendable Utensils
SA703205

1 - Teaspoon

$14.25

SA703206
SA703207
SA703208

1 - Tablespoon

$14.25

1 - Fork

$14.25

1 - Rocker Knife

$14.25

Utensil Set (4-Piece
set)

$38.00

SA703209

© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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Adaptive Eating Aids
Adaptive Maroon Spoons
SA920273

Adaptive Maroon Spoons

10 Spoons

$19.50

Adaptive Easy Cut Plate

Adaptive Easy Cut Plate
SA920719

1 - 9" wide plate, 1½”
center depth, white

$33.95

Adaptive High Side Dish with Rim
SA920714

1 - 9" diameter plate,
1 ¾” high side and
ergonomic ¾” ”lip around
the outer edge, White

$15.00

1 - 9” diameter plate has
1” rim and 1/2” edge plate, $21.75
Off-White

Adaptive Clip-On Food Guard
SA1119

1 - fits plates 9” - 11" in
diameter. 1¼" high guard,
White plastic with light
gray specks

Round Scoop Dish with stainless
steel pins help to hold the food in
place for easier cutting of foods.
White polyester with gray fleck.
Non-slip bottom to help with
stability. Do not use in microwave.
BPA, Phthalates and Latex free.

Adaptive High Side Dish
with Rim

Adaptive Polyester Plate with Inside Edge
SA561625

Narrow, shallow bowl ideal for
feeding therapy. Perfect for poor
lip closure, oral hypersensitivity,
or tongue thrust. Not for clients
with severe bite reflex. Dishwasher
safe up to 180°F no heated drying.

$8.54

Find over 80 Adaptive Eating Aids online at
www.Dysphagia-Diet.com

Polycarbonate dish with high side
to push against for easier scooping. Textured eating surface resists
scratching and staining. Stackable.
Microwave and dishwasher safe to
180°F. Latex free.

Adaptive Polyester Plate
with Inside Edge

Textured bottom surface makes
dish more durable. The special inside edge keeps food from sliding
off the plate to make self-feeding
easier for children and adults.
Dishwasher safe to 180°F and
microwave safe. Latex free.

Adaptive Clip-On
Food Guard:

Three hooks securely attach guard
to plates. The high guard curves
slightly to aid scooping and keep
food on plate. Dishwasher safe to
180°F. Latex free.
© 2022 Med-Diet, Inc.
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More Information Online at Dysphagia-Diet.com

Products, package sizes, quantities and prices subject to change.
Visit www.dysphagia-diet for current and complete information.

Dysphagia Diet ®
The Widest Variety of Products for Dysphagia

Dysphagia Diet, a division of Med-Diet, Inc.
3600 Holly Lane North, Suite 80
Plymouth, MN 55447
1-855-397-7424
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